Worksheet 5. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct completion.

1. There are twenty people in the (herd / group) of tourists.
2. The (class / herd) of elephants moved quickly across the ground.
3. Someone who is very kind and who forgives others has the quality of (intelligence / mercy).
4. When a person walks around without a destination and doesn’t know or care where he is going, we say that he is (wandering / thinking).
5. If something is (familiar / similar) to you, it is something that you know and feel comfortable with.
6. There are many (paths / battles) in a war.
7. A person who has received an injury, whose body has been hurt in some way is (wounded / wise).
8. Children should (lead / obey) their parents.
9. A judge in court should be (just / afraid).
10. Your responsibilities are your (duties / enemies).
11. When you are extremely tired, you are (injured / exhausted).
12. A feeling of love, or of liking and caring, is (affection / intelligence).
13. A soft touch is a (courteous / gentle) touch.
14. If someone answers politely, they answer (quickly / courteously).
15. When you hurt someone, you do them (battle / harm).

16. The child gave a (squeal / crash) of delight and happiness.
17. Don’t make him angry. Don’t (provoke / salute) him.
18. Soldiers (salute / frighten) the general.
19. The opposite of accept is (obey / refuse).
20. Dogs sometimes (provoke / bury) their bones in the ground.